Abstract. Estimation of local spatial structure has a long history and numerous analysis tools have been developed. A concept that is widely recognized as fundamental in the analysis is the structure tensor. However, precisely what it is taken to mean varies within the research community. We present a new method for structure tensor estimation which is a generalization of many of it's predecessors. The method uses filter sets having Fourier directional responses being monomials of the normalized frequency vector, one odd order sub-set and one even order sub-set. It is shown that such filter sets allow for a particularly simple way of attaining phase invariant, positive semi-definite, local structure tensor estimates. We continue to compare a number of known structure tensor algorithms by formulating them in monomial filter set terms. In conclusion we show how higher order tensors can be estimated using a generalization of the same simple formulation.
Introduction
Many of the popular image analysis concepts of today have roots that can be traced to early work in signal processing and optics, e.g. Riesz transforms, [1] , Zernike moments, [2] , and Gabor signals, [3] . The first steps towards analysis of digital images were taken more then four decades ago [4] . From the very start detecting edges and lines in images was considered a fundamental operation [5] . Since these early days new and more advanced schemes for analysis of local image structure has been suggested in a seemingly never ending stream. Papers having a particular relevance in the present context can be found in, for example [6] - [33] . Local image orientation, scale, frequency, phase, motion and locality of estimates are prominent examples of features that have been considered central in the analysis.
The main force driving the research has been the need for an efficient and useful analysis of data produced by increasingly capable imaging devices. Both the outer and the inner dimensionality is commonly high, e.g. volume sequence data and tensor field data respectively. Regardless of this development the first stages in the analysis remain the same. In most cases the processing starts by performing local linear combinations of image values, e.g. convolution operators. The output from these convolutions are then usually combined in a non-linear fashion to produce local feature descriptors.
We will focus on developments regarding a particular instance of such algorithms, local structure tensor estimation. We start by presenting a general estimation scheme using monomial filter sets.
Monomial filters
The monomial filters are spherically separable, i.e. defined as a product of one radial and one directional part:
where µ defines the Fourier domain (FD) coordinates and ρ = µ . The radial part, R(ρ), is a band-pass or high-pass filter (R(0) = 0) and a typical choice is the lognormal function [9] .
Directional part -The directional part consists of monomials i.e. products of positive integer powers of the components ofμ. Performing n repeated outer products ofμ will contain all order n component products.
For convenience we rearrange the terms such that the directional part, D n (μ), becomes a matrix:
Here the " " notation implies a lineup operation which arrange the elements of a multi dimensional array into a lexicographic ordered column vector. The motivation for introducing this notation is that letting D n contain the elements ofμ ⊗n arranged as a matrix greatly simplifies the equations needed in the following analysis.
To handle the special cases of n = 0 and n = 1 we introduce the following definitions:μ
where I is an identity matrix scaled to have a unity frobenius norm. The need to introduce these definitions correspond to the fact that order 0 implies a scalar entity that does not carry orientation information and thus constitutes a special case. It is also worth noting here that the odd part of D 1 (μ) corresponds to the Hilbert transform in the 1-dimensional case and the Riesz transform for higher dimensions, [1] .
The monomial filter matrix -For each order n a monomial filter matrix is defined as: As an example consider the monomial filter matrix of order three in 2D. Using the notationμ = (µ, ν)
T the monomial filter matrix is computed as:
For clarity of the presentation most examples in this paper are given in 2D. The proposed concept is, however, valid for any signal dimensions.
Monomial filter responses -Now let the spatial domain (SD) correspondence of the monomial filter matrix F n be denoted F n . Each element of F n consequently contains the convolution kernel of the corresponding FD filter function in F n . If the multi dimensional signal is denoted s(x) where x denotes the SD coordinates the monomial filter response matrix, Q n (x), is defined as:
Denoting the Fourier transform of s around x by S x the same relation is, in the Fourier domain, expressed as:
In this general description each element of Q n (x) contains the monomial filter responses for the entire signal. Since all filtering operations in this paper are shift invariant we may from now on sometimes omit the spatial coordinate vector x and, when doing so, consider each element of Q n to contain a monomial filter responses for any given spatial coordinate.
Signal classes
It is useful in the following to define different classes of signals. We will here define three different signal classes: Sinusoidal, Simple and Rank d signals.
Sinusoidal signals -We first present the simplest case, a sinusoidal signal with amplitude a, spatial frequency u, and phase θ. For this case the monomial filter response matrix can be described in FD terms as:
both even and odd order filters will respond and we get:
Simple signals -Following [18] we define signals that can be expressed by equation (11) to be termed simple signals.
Here g(x) is any real, one variable, function and x =û T x.û is a unit vector giving the orientation of the signal. For this case the monomial filter response matrix can be described in FD terms as:
The local orientation invariant filter factor, A n , is a function of the radial filter function, R(ρ), and the signal generating function, g(x). The fact that the Fourier transform of a simple signal is non-zero only on a line through the origin makes for a simple solution. Denoting the Fourier transform of g(x) by G(u) we find the filter response amplitude as:
Unless explicitly mentioned all signals will in the following be regarded simple.
Rank d signals -Although not directly used here, it is worth noting that it is straight forward to classify more complex signals in a similar manner. LetÛ be a projection operator of rank d and g be a real function of d variables, then
is a rank d signal. Thus, a simple signal is a rank one signal. A full rank signal corresponds toÛ =Î. In the following we will only distinguish between sinusoidal, simple and non-simple signals.
Second order structure tensors
The next step towards obtaining a structure tensor is to compute the outer product of the filter matrix.
where " T " denotes complex conjugate transpose. We will present the case where the local neighborhood of the image consists of a simple signal with directionû. As a simple introductory example we consider 2-dimensional monomial filters of order three.
Carrying out the sums we get:
In general the matrix product of equation (15) becomes:
The inner product of the lined up outer products above can be performed in reversed order. Then, for n > 0, equation (18) simplifies to:
By definitionû Tû is equal to one. It follows that the under-braced term also equals one and we have the desired result:
For n = 0 we have a special case since the filter is isotropic, D n = 1, and
Monomial quadrature -As stated in equation (13) even and odd filters will have different local magnitudes.
A phase invariant monomial quadrature tensor can now be computed as the sum of one even index tensor and odd index tensor. Letting n be even and m odd we obtain:
Note that the tensor magnitude, q, will be the same regardless of the order of the filters used.
Tensor positivity -A more compact expression of the monomial quadrature tensor can be attained by concatenating the even and the odd filter response matrices to a single matrix. The " , " notation implies concatenation of the arguments left to right.
and compute the monomial quadrature tensor of origin (m, n) as
As the monomial quadrature tensor is computed from products of filter response matrices
it follows that all λ k ≥ 0 which allows for robust certainty estimates for the local structure estimation.
Structure tensor estimation variations
Local structure analysis algorithms are quite complex and involve a lot more than the filters used. This makes comparisons difficult to interpret from a filter point of view. There are, however, a number of interesting similarities between different suggested algorithms. A few previous comparisons can be found in [21] and [26] . In the following we point out the relation to the monomial approach for a number of well known approaches to structure tensor estimation. We show that nearly all variants can be formulated as special or modified versions of the monomial approach.
The structure tensor, T -The first publications mentioning tensors as a representation for local orientation and structure is due to Knutsson, [12, 16] . Similar to the earlier developed vector representation, [9, 11] , the construction is based on a set of quadrature filters oriented in a number of fixed orientations, q k , k indicating the orientation. The structure tensor is obtained as:
The vector variant works for two dimensional signals but for three dimension, or more, the tensor formulation is necessary. The loglet based structure tensor estimation suggested in [22] also uses this weighted 'basis tensor' approach but involve a different set of filters allowing higher order orientations components to be incorporated. Unlike the methods discussed below these method for structure tensor construction are not possible to describe as a special or modified case of the monomial approach.
The gradient tensor, T G -The simplest way to obtain a matrix describing local orientation is exemplified by Bigun-Granlund's inertia matrix [13] and Förstners corner detector [15] . This matrix is constructed as the outer product of the local gradient and is, in the notation introduced above and Q defined by equation (7), given by:
Although the authors never mention tensors in the original work this outer product matrix estimate is often referred to as the gradient tensor or the structure tensor.
Since only a single order, i.e. order one, is used this tensor is not phase invariant. Another drawback is that the frequency bandwidth of the estimate can become twice that of the original signal which may cause significant aliasing artifacts. Both these shortcomings are in practice, to some extent, remedied by the use of an averaging filter performing a weighted summation of local outer products. On the other hand this decreases the spatial resolution of the estimate, [24] .
The boundary tensor, T B -The boundary tensor originally suggested by Köthe, [23] , uses orders one and two and constitutes a special case of the monomial quadrature tensor.
The energy tensor, T E -The energy tensor, suggested by Felsberg, [28] , is a variant where filters of different orders are involved in the computed products.
The energy tensor uses an isotropically bandpass filter signal, it's gradient and it's Hessian. It can in monomial terms be expressed as:
Note that the filter response matrices here have different radial frequency response and the mixing of different order terms will not give a positive semidefinite tensor for all image neighborhoods.
Gradient energy tensor, T GE -The gradient energy tensor (GET) suggested in [29] can be said to use the same formula as the energy tensor with the input signal replaced by it's gradient. In monomial terms the result can be expressed:
Note that also in this case the filter response matrices here have different radial frequency response and that the mixing of different order terms will not give a positive semi-definite tensor for all image neighborhoods.
Spatial 2:nd order polynomial tensor, T SP -The 2:nd order polymer tensor suggested by Farnebäck in [19] is a sum of outer products of 1:st and 2:nd order monomial filters. The difference from the monomial approach is that the filters are designed as windowed 1:st and 2:nd order polynomials in the spatial domain.
This spatial design results in 1:st and 2:nd order filter that have different radial functions in the frequency domain. For this reason the result is not in general phase invariant i.e components are not in quadrature. However, since it is a sum of squares, the result is always positive semi-definite.
Spherical harmonics, T SH -A somewhat different way to estimate a local structure tensor is suggested in [24] . This approach is based on sums of products of spherically separable filters. The filter have the same radial function and the directional functions are spherical harmonic functions. The structure tensor carries information about 0:th and 2:nd order variations in orientation. A product between an order j filter and an order k filter will contain signal components of orders j − k and j + k. By an appropriate weighted summation of a number of filter products it is possible to retain only order 0 and order 2 in the correct proportion while canceling out all other orders: i.e:
This is a very general approach and, since spherical harmonic filter sets of orders 1 to N span the same function space as monomial filter sets of orders 1 to N , all monomial tensor variations can also be expressed in this way. With proper weights the result can also be made phase-invariant.
Sum of monomial tensors -Even more careful weighting of spherical harmonic filter products will give positive semi-definite tensors, in this case the result will be equivalent to a sum of tensor estimates over different order, n ≥ 0 (even and odd), monomial filter matrices, Q n .
6 Higher order structure tensors
In equation (18) the filter matrix is constructed to produce a 2:nd order tensor. However, a simple rearrangement of the order n filter matrix components will allow tensors of order 2p to be estimated.
As before the inner product of the lined up outer products above can be performed in reversed order. Then, for n ≥ p ≥ 0, equation (18) simplifies to:
By definitionû
Tû is equal to one. It follows that the under-braced term also equals one which gives:
The result now holds the components of a tensor of order 2p. However, due to the use of the lineup operator, the components are stored in matrix form and they need to be re-organized in order to obtain the result as a proper tensor Υ of order 2p.
The " " notation used here indicates a reshape operation that restores the proper structure of the data, i.e. the result is a tensor having 2p indexes.
As 2:nd order tensors are naturally represented as matrices the lineup operator greatly simplifies the notation. For higher order tensors, however, the use of standard tensor notation may be preferred by some readers. Equations (36) and (37) can then be jointly expressed as:
According to the Einstein convention a summation is performed over equal indexes and equation 38 clearly shows that the difference between tensors of different order is how many indexes are summed over (contracted). Letting p = 0 means summing over all indexes and the result is a scalar representing the local energy. For p = 1 we obtain the standard structure tensor. For p > 1 we obtain higher order tensors having the power to represent more complex local structure.
Non-simple signals -For such non-simple signals equation (38) is no longer applicable since there is no unique local orientation, u. Directly expressed as a sum of filter products, corresponding to a generalization of the monomial filter response matrix product in equation (15), we obtain an order 2p structure tensor as: Υ [25, 31, 33] . Applications where tensors of order higher than four have been used are so far not known to the authors but can be expected to prove a powerful tool when more that two orientation are present.
To produce quadrature type tensors we still need to add a tensor from odd order filter sets and a tensor from even order filter sets. In the most general case we can express the estimation of local structure tensors of order 2p as a weighted summation of order 2p tensors, here of order ( 
Conclusion
Research concerning 2:nd order structure tensor estimation is still continuing after more than two decades. The higher order tensor estimates produced by equation (40) contains a much richer representation of the local structure and we expect that the future will hold considerable effort towards fully understanding these new higher order constructs.
